Although radial oblique dendrites are a major synaptic input site in CA1 pyramidal neurons, little is known about their integrative properties. We have used multisite two-photon glutamate uncaging to deliver different spatiotemporal input patterns to single branches while simultaneously recording the uncaging-evoked excitatory postsynaptic potentials and local Ca 2+ signals. Asynchronous input patterns sum linearly in spite of the spatial clustering and produce Ca 2+ signals that are mediated by NMDA receptors (NMDARs). Appropriately timed and sized input patterns (w20 inputs within w6 ms) produce a supralinear summation due to the initiation of a dendritic spike. The Ca 2+ signals associated with synchronous input were larger and mediated by influx through both NMDARs and voltage-gated Ca 2+ channels (VGCCs). The oblique spike is a fast Na + spike whose duration is shaped by the coincident activation of NMDAR, VGCCs, and transient K + currents. Our results suggest that individual branches can function as single integrative compartments.
Introduction
The transformation of synaptic input into specific patterns of action potential (AP) output is perhaps the single most important function of central neurons. In most neurons, the input received from thousands of synaptic inputs is combined and transformed into a wide variety of voltage signals within extraordinarily complicated dendritic arborizations. These dendritic voltage signals, ranging from summated compound EPSPs to brief or prolonged dendritic spikes, are capable of evoking very different patterns of AP output. In fact, depending upon the specific form of dendritic integration, neuronal output can range from single precise APs to trains or bursts of multiple APs (Ariav et al., 2003; Gasparini and Magee, 2006; Larkum et al., 1999) . In spite of the central role played by dendritic integration in neuronal function, a thorough understanding of the integrative properties of most dendrites is lacking. This deficiency stems, by and large, from the poor accessibility of the majority of dendritic regions. In general, the arbors of most pyramidal neurons can be separated into two broad morphological categories. The first of these is an apical trunk that is usually quite long (100s mm) with an initially wide but tapering diameter (w5 mm down to w1 mm). The accessibility of these regions has allowed their integrative properties to be directly determined in some detail (Gasparini et al., 2004; Golding and Spruston, 1998; Larkum and Zhu, 2002; Larkum et al., 2001) . Although the large diameter trunk regions have been comparatively well characterized over the past decade or so, this region represents only a small fraction of the overall dendritic arborization. Indeed, the vast majority of most arbors (w95%) are composed of fairly short (w100 mm) and thin (w0.5 mm) terminal dendrites that branch off the trunk or soma (radial oblique, apical tuft, and basal branches; Bannister and Larkman, 1995a; Megias et al., 2001) . Unfortunately, the relative inaccessibility of these important small branches has left their integrative properties incompletely characterized.
What is known about the small, terminal branches of hippocampal and neocortical layer 5 pyramidal neurons is that they can integrate synaptic input in either an essentially linear or nonlinear (local spiking) manner (Ariav et al., 2003; Cash and Yuste, 1999; Polsky et al., 2004; Schiller et al., 2000; Wei et al., 2001) . What is not known is how the spatiotemporal pattern of synaptic input determines which form of integration (linear or nonlinear) is to be engaged, or what ionic mechanisms underlie the generation of the local branch spikes that are responsible for nonlinear dendritic integration. Also, it is presently unclear whether individual terminal branches represent single or multiple integrative compartments or units. To address these issues, we have used multisite two-photon glutamate uncaging along with simultaneous two-photon Ca 2+ imaging and somatic whole-cell voltage recording to directly investigate the integrative properties of radial oblique dendrites in hippocampal CA1 pyramidal neurons.
Results

Temporal Pattern-Dependent Integration Modes in Radial Oblique Dendrites
To explore how the temporal pattern of incoming synaptic input affects dendritic integration in radial oblique dendrites, we measured the summation of uncagingevoked excitatory postsynaptic potentials (gluEPSPs) evoked by multisite uncaging with different interstimulus intervals on 7 to 20 spines that covered w20 mm of an oblique branch. (0.1, 1, 2-5 ms; see Figures 1A-1E and Experimental Procedures). The most synchronous input pattern (0.1 ms interval, all input within 3 ms) almost always produced somatic voltage responses that increased in a sigmoid fashion with a disproportional increase in depolarization occurring at one particular input level (see Figures 1F and 1G ). Several pieces of evidence indicate that this nonlinear integration pattern was the result of dendritic spike generation within the radial oblique branch. First, the putative dendritic spikes were generally observed at the soma as an initial fast component in the rising phase of the gluEPSP (''fast'' in Figure 1F ; mean amplitude and time to peak: 2.2 6 0.2 mV and 1.3 6 0.1 ms; n = 92 branches in 77 cells) just as has been observed for weakly propagating apical trunk spikes (Golding and Spruston, 1998; Gasparini et al., 2004) . Second, this fast component of the (E) Responses produced by uncaging at a progressively increasing number of the spine locations with a 0.1 ms interval (same uncaging sequence as in [B] and [C] ). (F) Expanded gluEPSPs from another oblique branch and first temporal derivatives of the same traces (bottom) (input site at 35 mm from trunk). (G) Plot showing the somatically measured peak gluEPSP amplitude versus the peak amplitude of the arithmetic sum of individual spine responses for uncaging locations (black dashed line is linear summation). (H) Plot of peak dV/dt values versus number of input locations. It can be seen from the individual somatic voltage traces and from the input-output curve that higher levels of synchronous input (five to seven spines at 0.1 ms interval) lead to branch spike generation that appears as a fast component in the upstroke of the suprathreshold gluEPSPs (arrowhead labeled ''fast'' in [F] ), and as a slight supralinearity in the input-output curve. Slower rising portion of gluEPSP indicated by arrowhead labeled ''slow'' in (F) . Notice the corresponding sharp increase in the dV/dt plot at threshold. (I-K) Traces and plots from another branch (input site at 80 mm from the trunk) with gluEPSPs evoked at a 2 ms interval. These events show no step increase in dV/dt and an essentially linear summation over the whole range of input levels (1 to 20 spines). Notice that the level of somatic depolarization achieved is nearly four times that of the threshold level for 0.1 ms interval input (red circle; gluEPSPs not shown).
gluEPSP was associated with a step increase in the peak temporal derivative of somatic voltage responses at the threshold input level (dV/dt: 2.6 6 0.4 V/s; n = 92; Figures 1H and 1L ) and finally, as expanded on below, was simultaneous with a step increase in the branch Ca 2+ signal (see ''Local Ca 2+ Signals'' section).
Because dendritic spike initiation was associated with a sharp increase in the corresponding rate of rise of the somatic voltage responses, we could operationally define the upper limit of the threshold for dendritic spike initiation as an expected somatic depolarization at which this step-like dV/dt increase occurs (Figures 1H, (L) Summary plot of peak dV/dt amplitude (mean 6 SEM) showing a sharp increase at threshold for the 0.1 ms interval (n = 92) but not 2-5 ms interval recordings (n = 23). (M) Summary plot of mean input-output curves for threshold (thr)-aligned peak gluEPSP amplitudes (mean 6 SEM). A supralinear amplification was observed in the presence of a dendritic spike (n = 92 branches with 0.1 ms uncaging interval), while input-output for 2-5 ms uncaging interval (n = 23) showed only linear summation. See Experimental Procedures for threshold alignment procedure. (A) gluEPSPs and plots from 0.1 ms interval uncaging (upper traces/filled circles) show that higher input levels (five spines) lead to dendritic spike generation (pointed to by arrows). Uncaging at the same spine cluster with a 1 ms interval (lower traces/filled triangles) also evoked a dendritic spike with a similar somatic amplitude and rate of rise but at a higher threshold level (input-output plot, 4.9 versus 5.6 mV). (B) Slightly smaller unitary uncaging events at the same location resulted in dendritic spike generation at higher input levels for a 0.1 ms interval (six spines, upper traces/filled circles) but did not elicit a dendritic spike for 1 ms intervals (lower traces/open triangles). Note in (B) that seven uncaging locations given at 1 ms intervals produce a depolarization (5.9 mV) that is comparable to the threshold level for 1 ms interval in (A), yet the slower depolarization in (B) fails to evoke a branch spike. (C) Summary plot of peak dV/dt amplitude (mean 6 SEM), which shows a sharp increase at threshold for 1 ms intervals when local threshold is crossed within 6 ms (n = 9) but remains linear when >6 ms are required to reach threshold (n = 12). (D) Summary plot presenting mean input-output curves for threshold (thr)-aligned peak gluEPSP amplitudes (mean 6 SEM). A supralinear amplification was observed for 1 ms uncaging interval with dendritic spike (n = 9), while input-output curves obtained from 1 ms interval recordings without dendritic spike (n = 12) showed linear summation. (D) Bar graph showing mean 6 SEM threshold for dendritic spike initiation at proximal (5-50 mm; n = 33) and distal (60-126 mm; n = 44) locations. Individual input locations were clustered within a <20 mm segment of the branch. (E) Plot of somatically measured threshold as a function of distance of the input location from the branch point. Black circles connected with lines represent two input locations with different distances on a same oblique branch (n = 16 locations in 8 branches), while gray circles denote single uncaging locations on obliques (n = 76 branches; dashed line is exponential fit to the population data). (F) Plot of unitary gluEPSP amplitude versus distance of spine location from the trunk. Connected symbols represent individual experiments where seven to ten spines distributed across 60-80 mm oblique segments were stimulated with uniform laser power (n = 13 branches). Black dashed line is exponential fit to the population amplitude data, while red dashed line is the scaled exponential fit to the somatic threshold (from Figure 3E 1L, and 1M; somatic V m = 265 6 0.7 mV; n = 100 recordings). Using this method, we found that the mean voltage threshold for all recordings with a dendritic spike present was 3.4 6 0.2 mV, measured at the soma ( Figure 1M ; n = 92). The fast gluEPSP component was followed by a more slowly rising component with a mean time to peak of 13.5 6 0.2 ms (n = 92; ''slow'' in Figure 1F ), during which the gluEPSP usually reached its peak amplitude (the exception was for the most proximal input locations, where the peak amplitude was occasionally reached during the fast component). The gluEPSPs usually decayed in a monotonic fashion with a decay time constant of 39 6 1 ms (n = 92). To quantify the degree of nonlinearities associated with the fast and slow spike components across the population, we aligned the individual input-output curves to threshold and calculated the mean ''threshold'' and ''suprathreshold'' nonlinearity (see Experimental Procedures). On average, the amount of depolarization actually observed at this ''threshold'' level of input was 142% 6 9% (n = 92; Figure 1M ) of the predicted linear average, and this degree of supralinearity did not increase significantly as additional input was delivered (suprathreshold nonlinearity: 129% 6 6%; n = 92; Figure 1M) .
A different input-output profile was observed for asynchronous inputs onto oblique branches. When the same or greater amounts of input were delivered as asynchronous input patterns to the same spines (2-5 ms uncaging interval, all input within 50 ms; Figures 1I-1K ), there were never any indications of dendritic spike generation (Figures 1J-1L ; n = 23 branches in 22 cells), and the level of somatic depolarization increased linearly with increased input (104% 6 8%; n = 23; Figure 1M ). This lack of dendritic spiking during asynchronous inputs is unlikely to be the simple result of a reduced amount of branch depolarization because the elevated amounts of input (up to four times the synchronous input in Figures 1I-1K ) will more than compensate for the relatively lower level of temporal summation found during asynchronous input patterns.
The extremely synchronous (all input within 3 ms) or asynchronous (all input within 50 ms) input patterns used above demonstrate the two distinct forms of dendritic integration that oblique branches are capable of performing. More intermediate temporal patterns (all input within 10 ms) could be used to estimate the time window over which input was required to arrive in order to switch between the linear and nonlinear integration modes (Figure 2 ). When input was given with a 1 ms interval, the form of integration was dependent on the rate of depolarization (i.e., the amplitude of the individual inputs). For this temporal pattern, depolarizations that reached local spike threshold within w6 ms (i.e., branches reaching threshold by the 6th input; see individual recording in Figure 2A and summary in Figures  2C and 2D ; n = 9 branches in 8 cells) were synchronous enough to produce a dendritic spike and a supralinear summation. On the other hand, input that produced similar or even greater levels of total depolarization but with a lower slope (>6 ms or >6 inputs to reach local threshold; see individual recording in Figure 2B and summary in Figures 2C and 2D ; n = 12 branches in 10 cells) did not produce a dendritic spike and summed linearly. These results are similar to that reported for the distal apical trunk where the voltage threshold for local spike generation is highly dependent on the rate of membrane potential depolarization (threshold increases as dV/dt decreases; Gasparini et al., 2004) . The data from radial oblique branches indicate that the time window over which a suprathreshold amount of input must arrive is w6 ms, which is approximately 2-fold broader than the spike time window for the main apical trunk (w3 ms; Gasparini et al., 2004) . In spite of these regional variations, it remains that only very synchronous input patterns can provide the rapid membrane depolarization required by the dendritic spiking mechanisms of CA1 pyramidal neurons.
Amount of Input Required to Initiate Local Spikes
We next wanted to quantify the minimum number of synchronously active synaptic inputs required to shift the integration mode. For this we first need to determine the amount of depolarization required for oblique spike generation. As stated above, the mean threshold depolarization for all branch input locations was 3.4 6 0.2 mV. However, a closer examination of the data revealed that the amount of somatic depolarization required for dendritic spike generation varied as a function of distance from the branch point (Figures 3A-3E ; 4.5 6 0.5 mV to 2.4 6 0.4 mV from proximal to distal within single branches, n = 8; and 4.5 6 0.4 mV to 2.6 6 0.2 mV, for proximal [5-50 mm; mean: 33 6 7 mm; n = 33] and distal [60-126 mm; mean: 81 6 7 mm; n = 44] populations; p < 0.005, respectively). The amplitude of the individual gluEPSPs was adjusted accordingly to maintain a constant number of subthreshold uncaging events (proximal: 4.4 6 0.3 inputs, n = 33; distal: 4.1 6 0.3 inputs, n = 44; p > 0.05). The change in measured voltage threshold is, nevertheless, very similar to the amount of filtering experienced by unitary gluEPSPs (w2-fold amplitude and rise time filter; Figures 3F and 3G, Experimental Procedures, and Figures S1A-S1C) along a 60-80 mm segment of the obliques. These data suggest that the local voltage threshold for branch spike generation is relatively uniform within the oblique tree and that the observed difference is simply due to the filtering experienced by the underlying gluEPSP. This is further supported by pharmacological data presented below (see ''Transient Outward Currents in Oblique Branch Integration'' section).
The next step is to transform the somatic threshold voltage into an approximate minimum number of active synapses required to reach dendritic spike threshold. Because subthreshold summation is linear (see Figures  1 and 2 ), this can be accomplished with some degree of certainty for the proximal part of the oblique tree simply by dividing the mean dendritic spike threshold recorded for this region by the mean miniature excitatory (L) Input-output plot for the data showing dendritic spike initiation at either the 6th or 16th input. Notice that threshold values were very similar regardless of the spine numbers (3.1 versus 2.7 mV, respectively; arrows). (M) Population data for input patterns (mean 6 SEM) using either seven to ten (n = 92; open circles) or 20 input spines (n = 26; filled circles). Mean threshold values (arrows) are not different between the two populations. postsynaptic potential (mEPSP) amplitude of the same location (see Experimental Procedures and Figures S1E-S1G). In this part of the branch, the mean amplitudes of the somatically measured mEPSP and dendritic spike threshold were 0.27 mV and 4.5 mV, respectively. Based on these data, a minimum of 17 inputs are required to reach local spike threshold. This is a minimum number because mean mEPSP amplitude for the proximal regions is likely to be actually somewhat smaller. Dual recordings from CA1 neurons show that distal apical trunk mEPSP mean amplitude appears w20% larger at the soma because of the loss of small amplitude events into the noise (Magee and Cook, 2000) . Thus, if we correct the mean proximal oblique mEPSP amplitude by this factor (20%), the threshold number becomes 21 inputs. Therefore, the data suggest that w20 averagesized synaptic inputs must arrive onto an oblique branch within w6 ms to initiate a local branch spike and shift the integration mode from linear to nonlinear. This number of synapses is considerably lower than that calculated for the distal apical trunk region (w40), again suggesting that spiking conditions are more favorable in the radial oblique branches (Gasparini et al., 2004; Gasparini and Magee, 2006) . Although the above data support the idea of a uniform voltage threshold within a branch, it may not follow that the number of inputs required to reach local spike threshold is likewise uniform. Indeed, branch morphology should theoretically cause the local unitary EPSP amplitude to increase with distance out the branch (Golding et al., 2005; Stuart and Spruston, 1998) . If no compensatory mechanism exists, the number of inputs should, therefore, decrease with distance.
Finally, until now we have, for technical reasons (see Experimental Procedures), examined the effect of synchronous input to oblique branches by uncaging glutamate onto seven to ten spines (mean unitary gluEPSP amplitude: 0.73 6 0.04 mV; n = 96). Since, as we have just observed, approximately 20 average Schaffer collateral synapses are required for local dendritic spike generation, and the temporal window for this initiation is somewhat expanded (w6 ms), we decided to give input patterns using 20 input spines to determine if the size of the unitary gluEPSP might affect any of the dendritic spike properties thus far reported ( Figures 3H-3M ). We found, however, that delivering synchronous patterns over 20 spines (i.e., with a 3-fold smaller mean unitary gluEPSP amplitude: 0.21 6 0.02 mV; n = 26; all input within 6 ms) did not significantly alter any aspect of local branch spiking as the threshold voltage (3.3 6 0.3 mV; n = 26 branches in 14 cells; p > 0.05), the amount of nonlinearity associated with the spike (threshold nonlinearity: 144% 6 10%; p > 0.05), the suprathreshold nonlinearity (139% 6 7%; p > 0.05) and all other features of the gluEPSPs (i.e., spike amplitude: 1.9 6 0.3 mV; spike dV/dt: 2.3 6 0.5 V/s; p > 0.05, and the presence of a slow rise phase component) all remained the same as reported above.
Spatial Requirements for Oblique Spike Generation
What fraction of the available Schaffer collateral synapse population are 20 synapses? To answer this question, we must know the spatial extent of compartmentalization in these branches. Does all input have to be tightly clustered within 20 mm (20 synapses represents w30% of all synapses within 20 mm), or can the input be spread across the entire branch (w5% of the total number of 300 to 400 synapses on a single branch; Megias et al., 2001 )? The impact of spatial input pattern on branch integration is also a good indication of a single oblique branch's ability to function as a single integrative compartment. To examine this, we have directly determined the impact of spatial input pattern on local branch spiking by comparing the responses produced by a synchronous input pattern (0.1 ms) delivered onto spines randomly covering approximately 67% of a single oblique (average: 62 6 2 mm; n = 15 branches in 13 cells; Figure 4 ) with that evoked by a spatially clustered (<20 mm) input onto the same branch (see individual recording on Figures 4A-4C and summary on Figures 4D and  4E ). The data show that input patterns spatially distributed across a single oblique branch are as capable of producing a dendritic spike as are spatially clustered inputs. Moreover, the degree of nonlinearity (at threshold: 144% 6 15%; at suprathreshold: 127% 6 8%) as well as the basic properties of the evoked spikes (mean amplitude: 2.6 6 0.6 mV; dV/dt: 2.7 6 0.8 V/s; threshold: 3.1 6 0.3 mV; Figure 4E ) were all similar to that of the population of spikes evoked by clustered input.
Interestingly, the data suggest that the dendritic spike was initiated at a location somewhere near the middle of the input pattern, which for a distributed pattern would also be near the middle of the branch. In five recordings, where proximal and/or distal clustered inputs were tested on the same branch, the amplitude and rate of rise of dendritic spikes produced by distributed inputs fell between those evoked by either proximal or distal clustered inputs (mean spike dV/dt and amplitude for distributed input: 1.4 6 0.3 V/s, 1.6 6 0.2 mV, n = 5; for proximal clustered input: 1.6 6 0.3 V/s, 2.0 6 0.4 mV, n = 3; for distal clustered input: 0.9 6 0.3 V/s, 1.1 6 0.1 mV, n = 5). This result is expected because the maximum rate of depolarization will be near the middle of a perfectly distributed spatial input pattern. That the local spikes appear to initiate near the middle of the input pattern, even though the input is spread across nearly the entire branch, further supports the idea that all branch input is similarly effective in initiating local spikes. Together, these findings demonstrate that oblique branches can be single integrative compartments that summate without regard to the spatial distribution of the input within the branch. Furthermore, the level of synchronous input required to shift from linear to supralinear integration represents w5% of the total excitatory input to a branch.
Local Oblique Branch Ca 2+ Signals during Integration Local Ca 2+ Signals During the next series of experiments, we used multisite glutamate uncaging along with simultaneous two-photon Ca 2+ imaging to investigate the properties of inputassociated local Ca 2+ signals. In this case, the central part of the parent dendritic shaft within the cluster of uncaging locations was line scanned (Figures 5A and 5B) . Typically, the presentation of a synchronous input pattern produced Ca 2+ signals that mirrored the voltage responses with which they were associated. That is, they initially increased in a linear fashion (Figures 5C and  5D ; 0.1 ms: 24% 6 6% DF/F/mV; n = 57 branches in 51 cells; see red dashed line in Figure 5C ) until a certain input level where a step increase in the signal was observed (Figures 5C and 5D; 81% 6 7% DF/F; n = 57), after which they continued to increase linearly with more input. The step increase in the Ca 2+ signal always occurred at the same input level as the dendritic spike ( Figure 5C ). Thus, there were two components to the Ca 2+ signals associated with synchronous input; the first was a relatively linear ''background'' increase onto which a spike-associated step increase in Ca 2+ influx was superimposed. Likewise, the linear voltage summation produced by asynchronous temporal patterns resulted in an essentially linear summation of local Ca 2+ signals ( Figures 5B and 5C ) that was very similar to the average slope of the subthreshold Ca 2+ signals evoked by a synchronous input pattern (5 ms: 27% 6 1% DF/ F/mV; n = 16 branches in 16 cells).
This Ca 2+ signaling profile was quite invariant, as similar dendritic spike-associated local Ca 2+ signals were observed even if different spines within the w20 mm input region were chosen for uncaging locations ( Figures  S2A-S2C) . Furthermore, the peak amplitude of spike Ca 2+ transients was relatively constant as the uncaging cluster was moved to different regions of the oblique branches (Figures 5E-5G ; proximal: 85% 6 9% DF/F, 0-50 mm, n = 28; distal: 78% 6 9% DF/F, 60-120 mm, n = 29). Together, these data suggest that oblique branch dendritic spikes have similar properties (local amplitude and duration) regardless of the specific spines receiving the input or of their specific site of initiation within the branch. This is similar to what was seen for apical trunk spikes where the local amplitude of the dendritic spike was constant across an approximately 150 mm range of apical trunk initiation sites (Gasparini and Magee, 2006) . Oblique Spike-Associated Ca 2+ Signals near the Input Site Ca 2+ signals measured within the input site are likely to be comprised of both a spike-related influx and a diffusion-related component due to the Ca 2+ influx through NMDARs located in spines (Majewska et al., 2000; Noguchi et al., 2005) . Thus, we recorded Ca 2+ transients outside, but in near proximity to the uncaging input sites (Figures 6A and 6B; 22 6 1 mm distal to the input; n = 10 branches in 8 cells). At this location, subthreshold synchronous or asynchronous input patterns produced a barely detectable Ca 2+ influx (slope: 8% 6 2% DF/F/ mV for subthreshold synchronous, n = 10; and 3% 6 1% DF/F/mV for asynchronous input, n = 4 branches in 4 cells). There was, however, a clear step increase (59% 6 5% DF/F; n = 10) in the Ca 2+ transient that occurred upon dendritic spike initiation, and the amplitude of this signal was fairly constant for suprathreshold levels of input (see Figure 6B) . We conclude that these dendritic spike-associated Ca 2+ signals recorded 20 mm distal to the input site represent the isolated Ca 2+ influx from oblique branch spikes. In line with that, the Ca 2+ signals recorded distal to the input site were similar in size to the step increase in the Ca 2+ signals recorded at the input site once the average slope of the subthreshold Ca 2+ signals was subtracted (63% 6 3% DF/F; n = 57). As before, no location-dependent differences were observed in the Ca 2+ signals from dendritic spikes measured in the vicinity of the input site for proximal and distal input locations (64% 6 8% DF/F at proximal [0-50 mm], n = 5; 55% 6 4% DF/F at distal [60-110 mm], n = 5; p > 0.05). 
Neuron
We also performed experiments to compare the local branch spike Ca 2+ signals with those associated with bAPs within the oblique dendrites ( Figures 6C and 6D) . We found that the Ca 2+ signals from dendritic spikes outside the input site were comparable to those from actively backpropagating APs ( Figure 6D ; bAP: 85% 6 7% DF/F at proximal [20-55 mm], n = 10; 69% 6 8% DF/F at distal [60-110 mm], n = 10; p > 0.05, ANOVA with Bonferroni correction). Together, these data reinforce our conclusion from the prior sections that oblique dendrites invariably employ a regenerative local spike initiation as a general mechanism for nonlinear dendritic integration.
Ion Channels Involved in Shaping Oblique Dendritic Integration The results described above indicate an active spike initiation mechanism in oblique dendrites but do not, however, tell us what voltage-dependent conductances are involved in this process. The spiking mechanisms are important because they determine the local threshold and kinetic properties of the nonlinear dendritic events, and a variety of mechanisms have been reported for terminal branches in hippocampal CA1 and neocortical layer 5 pyramidal neurons (L5) (Cai et al., 2004; Polsky et al., 2004; Schiller et al., 2000; Wei et al., 2001) . We thus performed a series of experiments using pharmacological blockers of ligand-and voltage-gated ion channels to determine how these channel types are engaged in both oblique spike generation as well as the more linear integration of asynchronous inputs.
Na
+ Channels in Oblique Branch Integration First, we tested the role of voltage-gated sodium channels in oblique branch integration by bath applying TTX (1 mM; Figure 7 ). Blockade of Na + channels eliminated the fast component of gluEPSPs and reduced the amplitude of the slow component of the larger gluEPSPs ( Figure 7A ). Also, TTX removed the spike-related step increase in the dV/dt that is normally produced by synchronous input patterns (Figures 7A and 7D) . As a result of the reduced slow component amplitude, the supralinear amplification normally observed for highly synchronous input was absent in TTX (Figures 7B and 7C; threshold nonlinearity: 98% 6 7%; suprathreshold nonlinearity: 93% 6 5%; n = 16). Finally, TTX removed the step increase in local Ca 2+ transients usually observed at spike threshold (Figures 7A and 7E ; control: 62% 6 3% DF/F; TTX: 11% 6 9% DF/F; n = 10; p < 0.005), leaving only the linearly increasing Ca 2+ influx generally associated with subthreshold synchronous input (23% 6 8% DF/F/mV). In contrast to these effects, the depolarizations produced by asynchronous inputs were essentially unaffected by Na + channel blockade (nonlinearity: 96% 6 4%; n = 8; Figures 7A and 7B) . Together, the results indicate that inputs with proper temporal synchrony generate a fast Na + spike in radial oblique branches of CA1 pyramidal neurons. This Na + spike not only directly generates the fast component of the gluEPSP recorded at the soma but also, presumably through the activation of other channels, is indirectly responsible for the slow gluEPSP component. Less synchronous input does not appear to be as substantially shaped by voltage-gated Na + channel activation.
NMDA Receptors in Oblique Branch Integration
We next wanted to examine the role of NMDARs in dendritic integration of excitatory inputs in radial oblique branches. These receptors have been shown to be important in producing large, slow dendritic spikes (Polsky et al., 2004; Schiller et al., 2000) , as well as in countering the loss of driving force experienced by closely spaced AMPA-mediated synaptic input (Cook and Johnston, 1999; Gasparini et al., 2004) . NMDAR antagonists (Figure 8 ; APV 50 mM or MK-801 15 mM; pooled together, n = 32) greatly reduced the slow component of gluEPSPs evoked by highly synchronous input to radial oblique dendrites ( Figure 8A ; mean time to peak: 10 6 0.5 ms). Consequently, blockade of NMDARs reduced the degree of supralinear summation observed for larger amounts of synchronous input (Figures 8B and 8C ; suprathreshold nonlinearity: 112% 6 11%) and switched summation from linear to sublinear for asynchronous input (nonlinearity: 75% 6 5%; n = 17; Figures 8A and 8B) . The spike component of the gluEPSPs was less affected by NMDAR blockade, as the fast component amplitude and dV/dt remained essentially unaffected and threshold was only slightly elevated (Figures 8C and 8D ; amplitude: 2.3 6 0.3 mV; dV/dt: 2.0 6 0.3 V/s; threshold: 3.9 6 0.3 mV; n = 32). Not surprisingly, several aspects of dendritic Ca 2+ signaling were affected by NMDAR blockade. The step-like increase in the spike-associated local Ca 2+ transient was slightly reduced in the presence of NMDAR antagonists (Figures 8E and 8F ; 41% 6 9% DF/F; n = 22; p > 0.05), and the peak amplitude of suprathreshold local Ca 2+ transients leveled off to a plateau instead of the steady increase seen in control (see Figure 8F) . Furthermore, the average slope of subthreshold Ca 2+ signals was greatly reduced in APV (8% 6 2% DF/F /mV), and gluEPSPs evoked with a 5 ms uncaging interval had only barely detectable local Ca 2+ signals when NMDAR blockers were present (Figures 8E and 8G; n = 11) . This result is similar to that reported above for Ca 2+ signals recorded slightly distant to the input location (Figures 6A and 6B) . This suggests that our use of a high-affinity indicator allowed us to record within the input cluster a Ca 2+ signal that had diffused from the dendritic spines to the parent shaft (Majewska et al., 2000; Noguchi et al., 2005) .
Taken together, these results indicate that NMDARs predominately shape the summation of subthreshold and asynchronous inputs, as well as the associated local Ca 2+ signals. In addition, it appears that the slow EPSP component responsible for the supralinear input-output function recorded at the soma is primarily produced by the unblock of activated NMDARs by fast Na + spikes in oblique dendrites. On the other hand, a minority of the spike-associated Ca 2+ influx is mediated by NMDARs with presumably the majority of the influx being carried by voltage-gated Ca 2+ channel (VGCC) activation.
Voltage-Sensitive Ca 2+ Channels in Oblique Branch Integration We sought to address this issue and also examine the role of VGCCs in shaping the slow EPSP component, as has been previously reported (Cai et al., 2004; Wei et al., 2001 (Figure 9 ; R-type channels: SNX-482 0.5 mM; N-and P/Qtype channels: u-conotoxin MVIIC 1 mM; L-type channels: nimodipine 20 mM). In short, blockade of VGCCs had only a small effect on several aspects of the voltage signals produced by synchronous input ( Figures 9A-9D spike amplitude: 1.9 6 0.4 mV; dV/dt: 2.2 6 0.3 V/s; threshold: 3.3 6 0.5 mV; threshold nonlinearity: 134% 6 3%; suprathreshold nonlinearity: 123% 6 3%; p > 0.05; n = 15) and virtually no effect on asynchronous input patterns (Figures 9A and 9B ; nonlinearity: 106% 6 3%; n = 10). In contrast to this small voltage effect, VGCC blockers dramatically reduced the Ca 2+ influx usually associated with dendritic spikes ( Figure 9E ; 21% 6 7% DF/F; n = 15; p < 0.05) while leaving the linear increase associated with influx through NMDARs and perhaps some T-type Ca 2+ channels nearly intact (21% 6 8% DF/F /mV). These results show that, at the dendritic site of the input, VGCCs contribute the majority of the spike-associated dendritic calcium influx but conversely have only a limited impact on the depolarization profile at the soma. Thus, contrary to previous reports (Cai et al., 2004; Wei et al., 2001) , it is apparent that the local oblique spikes recorded here are not to any significant degree mediated by VGCC activity.
Transient Outward Currents in Oblique Branch Integration
It is well established that transient A-type K + channels play multiple roles in shaping synaptic integration in the main apical dendrite of CA1 pyramidal neurons responses for 5 ms uncaging interval versus expected EPSP amplitude (mean 6 SEM; n = 11). (Gasparini et al., 2004; Hoffman et al., 1997; Johnston et al., 1999) . There is also a recent report that Kv4.2 regulates the ability of oblique spikes to propagate out of the branch (Cai et al., 2004) . Thus, we explored how Atype K + channels affect gluEPSPs by bath application of a low concentration of Ba 2+ (150 mM; Figure 10 ). This [Ba 2+ ] blocks w40% of transient outward currents in the main apical trunk of CA1 pyramidal cells without inducing epileptiform activity in the acute slice (A. Losonczy and J.C. Magee, 2004, Soc. Neurosci., abstract) . Ba 2+ application markedly enhanced the duration of the gluEPSPs evoked by synchronous input (Figures  10A and 10C ; integral 175% 6 20% of control; time to peak: 17.5 6 1 ms; t decay: 49 6 2 ms; n = 21) without significantly affecting the peak amplitude recorded at the soma (Figures 10B and 10D ; threshold nonlinearity: 148% 6 5%; suprathreshold nonlinearity: 136% 6 6%; n = 21). Blockade of transient outward currents also did not alter significantly the average dendritic spike threshold measured at the soma (control 3.5 6 0.4 mV; Ba 2+ : 3.4 6 0.3 mV; n = 10; p > 0.05) or the spatial profile of the somatic measured local threshold (proximal: 4.5 6 0.5 mV, n = 9; distal: 2.6 6 0.6 mV, n = 12). It did, however, moderately increase the somatic amplitude and the maximum rate of rise of the spike-related fast component, which is presumably the result of a slightly enhanced (but still weak) forward spike propagation (Figures 10D and 10E ; spike amplitude: from 2.1 6 0.3 mV to 2.8 6 0.3 mV, p < 0.05; dV/dt: from 1.8 6 0.2 to 2.2 6 0.3 V/s, p < 0.05; n = 10). Ba 2+ application was also found to significantly increase the spike-associated Ca 2+ signals measured near the input site (Figures 10A  and 10F ; from 65% 6 7% DF/F to 120% 6 6% DF/F; p < 0.005; n = 34) while only slightly increasing the linear slope component (31% 6 5% DF/F /mV, subthreshold input). Finally, transient outward current blockade had a large effect on the gluEPSPs evoked by asynchronous input. The grouped input-output plots show that in Ba 2+ summation switched from linear to supralinear for gluEPSPs evoked with a 5 ms uncaging interval (Figure 10G ; nonlinearity: 127% 6 10%; n = 11; obvious dendritic spikes were initiated in 2 out of 11 recordings). Likewise, a supralinear step increase in the local Ca 2+ signal was also seen ( Figure 10H) . In this case then, Ba 2+ was able to significantly reduce the local spike threshold for the more slowly depolarizing stimuli associated with asynchronous input, even though it was not able to do so for the more rapid depolarizations produced by synchronous input. These data support the idea that local threshold increases as depolarization rate decreases in part because of K + channel activation. Accordingly, any K + channel blockade will allow more slowly depolarizing stimuli to become regenerative. Overall, the transient outward current in radial oblique branches seems to regulate the time window over which synaptic input must arrive to initiate the fast Na + oblique branch spike and is also heavily involved in shaping the duration of the NMDAR-mediated component. 
Discussion Summary
The exact nature of excitatory synaptic integration in thin terminal branches of CA1 pyramidal neurons is a question of significant importance. We have used multisite two-photon glutamate uncaging and simultaneous Ca 2+ imaging to determine the dependence of branch integration on the spatiotemporal pattern of synaptic input. Specifically, we have seen that if input from w20 average-sized Schaffer collateral synapses arrives within an w6 ms time window, onto anywhere within a single branch, a nonlinear form of integration is produced through the generation of a local dendritic spike. Any less synchronous input patterns will leave the branch in a linear integration mode, as the membrane potential is depolarized too slowly for local spike generation (Gasparini et al., 2004; Gasparini and Magee, 2006) . The oblique dendrite spike generated by synchronous input is invariably a fast Na + spike that because of poor forward propagation has little direct effect on somatic membrane potential. Although our measures are admittedly coarse, it appears that within the branch these spikes have both a uniform threshold and local amplitude that may be similar to that of bAPs. Both of these statements, however, await further confirmation. The above branch properties together with the ability of all branch input to contribute to local spike generation indicate that an entire oblique branch is capable of functioning as an individual integrative compartment. While the direct impact of these fast Na + spikes on the soma is limited to a relatively small ''fast component,'' they also appear to relieve the Mg 2+ block on a significant number of bound NMDARs at the site of input and activate VGCCs as well. This ''secondary'' channel gating produces a second ''slow component'' to the somatic depolarization. The NMDAR-and VGCC-dependent depolarization, in the end, increases somatic depolarization approximately 40% over simple linear summation. Transient K + currents appear to regulate the duration of this slow component as well as the time window over which synchronous synaptic input must arrive to initiate the fast Na + spike. In summary, synchronous synaptic input corresponding to w5% of the total available branch synapse population initiates a fast spike in radial oblique branches that then further activates NMDARs, VGCCs, and transient K + channels, all of which interact to presumably regulate local spike duration.
Comparison to Other Branch Spikes
A variety of dendritic spikes and dendritic spiking mechanisms have been reported for CA1 and L5 pyramidal neurons (Ariav et al., 2003; Cai et al., 2004; Gasparini et al., 2004; Gasparini and Magee, 2006; Golding and Spruston, 1998; Larkum et al., 2001; Polsky et al., 2004; Schiller et al., 1997 Schiller et al., , 2000 Wei et al., 2001) . The exact spiking mechanism is important because it determines the requirements for initiation and the propagation characteristics of the spikes. Broad, plateau-like events, such as NMDA-and VGCC-mediated dendritic spikes, can have significant effects on both local dendritic and somatic membrane potentials because they propagate well throughout the neuron (increasing somatic depolarization several-fold) (Larkum et al., 1999; Schiller et al., 1997 Schiller et al., , 2000 Wei et al., 2001) . These spikes also do not seem to require extremely rapid depolarizations for their initiation (Cai et al., 2004; Schiller et al., 2000; Wei et al., 2001) , presumably because of the slow inactivation or desensitization properties of NMDA and VGCCs. This feature loosens the input pattern requirements, allowing slow dendritic spikes to be produced by less synchronous and perhaps more spatially distributed inputs.
Fast, short duration Na + spikes, on the other hand, have a much more difficult time propagating through a branched structure like a dendritic arbor and have tighter initiation requirements. In spite of this, such spikes have been reported to occur in CA1 basal and apical trunk dendrites, and the rapid depolarization they provide to the soma/axon region allows them to evoke a well-timed and invariant form of AP output (Ariav et al., 2003; Gasparini and Magee, 2006) . We report here that the radial oblique dendritic spikes in acute slices from adult rats are also fast Na + spikes that have a relatively small NMDA and VGCC component associated with them. This is different than what has been previously reported for these branches (Cai et al., 2004; Wei et al., 2001 ). We assume the discrepancy is due to technical differences between the two studies. Two-photon glutamate uncaging directly onto dendritic spines allows for rapid branch depolarization and repolarization with kinetics that are very similar to actual synaptic input. This kinetic difference presumably allows us to evoke local Na + spikes where others have observed only the slow Ca 2+ plateaus that are generally evoked by slow, sustained depolarization in these cells (Golding et al., 1999; Magee and Carruth, 1999) . In the end, the fast Na + spike evoked in oblique branches is similar to that recorded in the apical trunk under similar conditions except that the spike-generating capabilities of the oblique branches appear to be slightly elevated compared to the trunk (Gasparini et al., 2004) . While this could be due to either different passive or active branch properties, the final effect is to slightly relax the input requirements for spike initiation in oblique branches.
Local Ca
2+ Signals and Local Plasticity Asynchronous input produced a primarily NMDAR-mediated influx that was quite large and more or less linearly related to the amount of input, while synchronous input produced a similarly sized NMDAR-mediated component but also evoked a step-like influx, primarily through VGCCs, that was associated with dendritic spikes. This local spike-associated influx was very similar in amplitude to the bAP Ca 2+ influx, and it approximately doubled the amplitude of the local NMDAR-mediated signal at the input location. The large local Ca 2+ signals recorded here could be involved in producing several different forms of synaptic and nonsynaptic plasticity (Golding et al., 2002; Holthoff et al., 2004) , that depending on the spatial pattern of the input could expand to encompass all of the synapses on the entire branch. Local dendritic spiking could also induce longlasting changes in the excitability of specific branches within the arbor (Frick et al., 2004; Xu et al., 2005 ) that could alter the input requirements for future spike generation as well change branch spike propagation. Additionally, local spikes may provide branch-specific calcium signals that regulate the dendritic release of neurotransmitters (Chevaleyre and Castillo, 2004; Zilberter, 2000) . Together, branch-specific changes in synaptic and dendritic properties represent a powerful neuronal information storage mechanism.
Impact of Oblique Branch Integration on AP Output
Oblique branch spikes could affect AP output in two separate ways. First, the fast Na + component of apical trunk and basal dendrite spikes produces rapid, large amplitude somatic depolarizations that evoke well-timed and invariant AP output from these cells (Ariav et al., 2003; Gasparini et al., 2004 ). Yet the much smaller amplitude of the oblique branch fast Na + spike will severely limit their impact on AP output. Despite the generally weak propagation profile, mechanisms exist whereby propagation could be strengthened (Frick et al., 2004; Magee and Johnston, 2005; Xu et al., 2005) , making it tempting to speculate that the efficacy of oblique spike propagation might be regulated, depending upon the history of activity within a branch. Second, the slow component of the oblique spike appears to be more capable of affecting output, especially if there was summation between other branch spikes or non-spike-related depolarizations. The summation among multiple branch spikes is a feature of the sum of subunits type of dendritic computation commonly associated with a multilayer model of pyramidal neurons (Hausser and Mel, 2003; Poirazi et al., 2003a Poirazi et al., , 2003b . At this point, however, we do not know the rules governing summation between multiple subunits, or even what constitutes a single subunit in CA1 pyramidal neurons. Although several of our measures are all compatible with the idea of a single oblique branch functioning as a single integrative compartment or subunit, it is still possible that the number of subunits may exceed the number of branches within a single neuron. Particularly since input clustered onto a small subregion of the branch is fully capable of evoking a dendritic spike. Further experiments examining the interaction among separate local spikes both between and within single branches are needed.
In either of the above cases, the enhanced prerequisites for dendritic spike generation (synchronous and clustered input) allow the neuron to respond in a unique way (either a well-timed output or a subunit interaction) to the specific features or configuration of the input (Poirazi et al., 2003b) . This situation can be contrasted with the type of calculation being performed during a linear integration mode, where the level of depolarization delivered to the soma is a direct linear function of the number of inputs arriving onto the neuron (Poirazi et al., 2003b) . Oblique branches show a linear integration profile that is very similar to that found at the apical trunk dendritic region, suggesting that all dendritic regions within str. radiatum are able to participate in this straightforward calculation of input strength when the synchrony of synaptic input is relatively low (Gasparini and Magee, 2006) . Thus, state-dependent changes in the spatiotemporal input pattern to CA1 pyramidal neurons may allow them to perform the computation that is most appropriate for a given behavioral circumstance (Gasparini and Magee, 2006) .
Experimental Procedures
Hippocampal Slice Preparation and Patch-Clamp Recordings Transverse hippocampal slices (400 mm) were prepared from 8-to 12-week-old Sprague-Dawley rats as previously described (Magee, 1999) , according to methods approved by the Louisiana State University Health Science Center Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Cells were visualized using an Olympus BX-61 (603, 0.9 NA; Olympus, Melville, NY). Experiments were performed at physiological temperature (34ºC-36ºC) in ACSF containing 125 mM NaCl, 3 mM KCl, 25 mM NaHCO 3 , 1.25 mM NaH 2 PO 4 , 1.3 mM CaCl 2 , 1 mM MgCl 2 , and 25 mM glucose saturated with 95% O 2 and 5% CO 2 . Current-clamp whole-cell recordings from soma or proximal apical trunks were performed using a Dagan BVC-700 amplifier in the active ''bridge'' mode, filtered at 1 kHz, and digitized at 50 kHz. Patch pipettes had a resistance of 2-6 MU when filled with a solution containing the following: 120 mM K-methylsulphate, 20 mM KCl, 10 mM HEPES, 4 mM NaCl, 4 mM Mg 2 ATP, 0.3 mM Tris 2 GTP, 14 mM phosphocreatine (pH 7.25) (R series < 20 MU). mEPSPs were evoked by pressure ejection of hyperosmotic external solution, TTX (1 mM), SR99531 (20 mM), APV (50 mM), and HEPES (10 mM) replacing NaHCO 3 (w700 mosmol/l; Magee and Cook, 2000) and recorded using an Axopatch 200B (Axon Instruments, Foster City, CA). Alexa 488 (10-20 mM) was added to the hyperosmotic solution to control the position of the pipette and the size of the puffed area. For pharmacological experiments, either drugs were present both in the bath solution and in the puffer pipette and statistical comparisons were performed between control and drug-exposed populations of recordings, or drugs were bath applied in higher concentrations (2 mM TTX, 100 mM APV, 30 mM MK801, 200-250 mM Ba 2+ , 1 mM SNX-482, 2 mM u-conotoxin MVIIC, and 40 mM nimodipine) and the puffer pipette contained normal ACSF. Slices were allowed to incubate for 30 min in the VGCC blocker cocktail.
Two-Photon Imaging and Uncaging
Neurons were filled with 100 mM Oregon Green BAPTA-1 (OGB-1; Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR). In an additional set of experiments (n = 11 cells), OGB-1 was replaced by 50 mM Alexa 488 hydrazide (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) and 100 mM EGTA; no significant differences in the measured properties of dendritic integration were noted (mean threshold: 3.3 6 0.4 mV; spike amplitude: 2.1 6 0.2 mV; spike dV/dt: 2.4 6 0.3 V/s; threshold nonlinearity: 145% 6 5%; suprathreshold nonlinearity: 134% 6 7%). Cells were loaded for at least 15 min before the start of experiments. The presentation of variable spatiotemporal input patterns was performed using a dual galvanometer-based scanning system to multiphoton photorelease glutamate at multiple dendritic spines and simultaneously image local Ca 2+ signal in oblique dendrites of CA1 neurons (Prairie Technologies, Middleton, WI). An ultrafast, Ti:sapphire pulsed laser (Mira 900F; Coherent, Auburn, CA) was tuned to 930 nm to excite the OGB-1 while 720 nm ultrafast, pulsed laser light (Chameleon; Coherent, Auburn, CA) was used to photolyze MNI-caged-L-glutamate (Tocris Cookson, Ballwin, MO; 10 mM applied via pipette above the slice; Smith et al., 2003) . The intensity of each laser beam was independently controlled with electro-optical modulators (Model 350-50; Conoptics, Danbury, CT). Our typical experimental approach was to first uncage glutamate onto a sequence of spines with a 100 ms interstimulus interval to evoke temporally isolated responses ( Figure 1C) , and then calculate the arithmetic sum of these individual unitary events ( Figure 1D ). To quantify deviations from linearity in summation, we compared this ''expected'' linear summation to that actually measured during glutamate uncaging onto the same sequence of spines with brief interstimulus intervals ( Figure 1E ). The uncaging scanner was measured to make a highly reproducible step across the entire imaging field (w130 mm) in less than 300 ms. We restricted our recordings to oblique branches in the str. radiatum close to the soma (<120 mm on the trunk). Using dendritic recordings, we measured the AMPA/NMDA ratio of currents produced by twophoton glutamate uncaging onto spines of the main apical trunk as 4.7 6 1 (n = 4), indicating that two-photon glutamate uncaging does not yield a substantially different AMPA/NMDA ratio compared to synaptic release of glutamate (McDermott et al., 2006) .
To provide a measure of the amplitude and time course of unitary synaptic input onto oblique branches, we evoked mEPSPs from oblique branches near the soma by localized application of high-osmolar external solution (<50 mm; Figures S1E-S1G). The mean somatic amplitude of mEPSPs was 0.27 6 0.02 and 0.23 6 0.01 mV for proximal (n = 9; <10-40 mm; mean: 27 6 4 mm) and distal (60-90 mm; mean: 72 6 6 mm; n = 5) regions on individual branches, respectively. mEPSP rise time constants at the soma were 2.3 6 0.1 ms for proximal and 3.2 6 0.1 ms for distal input locations. We found that an uncaging exposure time of 200 ms, at a relatively low-laser power (w5 mW at slice surface), produced a well-shaped gluEPSP that had somatic rise times that were not different from the mEPSPs (1.8 6 0.3 ms for proximal [5-50 mm; mean: 34 6 7 mm; n = 44]; and 2.6 6 0.4 ms for distal [60-120 mm; mean: 81 6 7 mm; n = 53] gluEPSPs; p > 0.05; see Figures S1A-S1C).
Given the uncaging exposure time (200 ms) and the minimum moving time between locations (100 ms), we chose to limit our input patterns to a maximum of 20 spines to allow the entire input to be given within 6 ms. For those situations where w20 spines were used (Figures 3H-3M ), the unitary gluEPSP amplitude was very near that of the mEPSPs (mean unitary gluEPSP amplitude: 0.21 6 0.02 mV, n = 26; proximal [0-50 mm]: 0.25 6 0.02, n = 12; distal [60-110 mm]: 0.17 6 0.03 mV, n = 14). However, in most cases we used a maximum of ten spines because this allowed the entire input to be given more synchronously (<3 ms), and the use of fewer spines allowed more easily detectable and stable unitary inputs. In this case, it was necessary to use unitary gluEPSP amplitudes that were larger than the unitary mEPSPs (mean unitary gluEPSP amplitude: 0.73 6 0.04 mV, n = 96; proximal (0-50 mm): 0.89 6 0.05, n = 43; distal (60-110 mm): 0.55 6 0.03 mV n = 53; Figure S1B ). These values are approximately 3-fold larger than mEPSP amplitude. No differences in branch integration were observed when the larger gluEPSPs were used (see Figures 3H-3M ).
